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LHCb Run-2 2019:

LHCb Run-1 2015: one broad Pc(4380) and one narrow Pc(4450) state

— Significance of the broad state dropped

Pc’s decay strongly into J/! p →    quark content 
LHCb, PRL 115 072001  (2015), PRL 117 082002  (2016)

LHCb,  PRL 122 222001  (2019)

Pc’s  from "b→ K J/! p

— order of magnitude larger statistics

— Pc(4450) split into two states
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resonances with the same spin and parity, fits to the cos θPc-
weighted distribution are repeated using various coherent
sums of two of the BW amplitudes. Each of these fits
includes a phase between interfering resonances as an extra
free parameter. None of the interference effects studied is
found to produce a significant Δχ2 relative to the fits using
an incoherent sum of BWamplitudes. However, substantial
shifts in the Pþ

c properties are observed, and are included in
the systematic uncertainties. For example, in such a fit the
Pcð4312Þþ mass increases, while its width is rather stable,
leading to a large positive systematic uncertainty of
6.8 MeV on its mass.
As in Ref. [1], the Λ0

b candidates are kinematically
constrained to the known J=ψ and Λ0

b masses [29], which
substantially improves themJ=ψp resolution and determines
the absolute mass scale with an accuracy of 0.2 MeV. The
mass resolution is known with a 10% relative uncertainty.
Varying this within its uncertainty changes the widths
of the narrow states in the nominal fit by up to
0.5 MeV, 0.2 MeV, and 0.8 MeV for the Pcð4312Þþ,

Pcð4440Þþ, and Pcð4457Þþ states, respectively. The widths
of all three narrow Pþ

c peaks are consistent with the
mass resolution within the systematic uncertainties.
Therefore, upper limits are placed on their natural widths
at the 95% confidence level (C.L.), which account for
the uncertainty on the detector resolution and in the
fit model.
A number of additional fits are performed when evalu-

ating the systematic uncertainties. The nominal fits assume
S-wave (no angular momentum) production and decay.
Including P-wave factors in the BW amplitudes has
negligible effect on the results. In addition to the nominal
fits with three narrow peaks in the 4.22 < mJ=ψp <
4.57 GeV region, fits including only the Pcð4312Þþ are
performed in the narrow 4.22–4.44 GeV range. Fits are also
performed using a data sample selected with an alternative
approach, where no BDT is used, resulting in about twice
as much background.
The total systematic uncertainties assigned on the mass

and width of each narrow Pþ
c state are taken to be the

largest deviations observed among all fits. These include
the fits to all three versions of the mJ=ψp distribution, each
configuration of the Pþ

c interference, all variations of the
background model, and each of the additional fits just
described. The masses, widths, and relative contributions
(R values) of the three narrow Pþ

c states, including all
systematic uncertainties, are given in Table I.
To obtain estimates of the relative contributions of the

Pþ
c states, the Λ0

b candidates are weighted by the inverse of
the reconstruction efficiency, which is parametrized in all
six dimensions of the Λ0

b decay phase space [Eq. (68) in the
Supplemental Material to Ref. [30] ]. The efficiency-
weighted mJ=ψp distribution, without the mKp>1.9GeV
requirement, is fit to determine the Pþ

c contributions, which
are then divided by the efficiency-corrected and back-
ground-subtracted Λ0

b yields. This method makes the
results independent of the unknown quantum numbers
and helicity structure of the Pþ

c production and decay.
Unfortunately, this approach also suffers from large Λ$

backgrounds and from sizable fluctuations in the low-
efficiency regions. In these fits, the Pþ

c terms are added
incoherently, absorbing any interference effects, which can
be large (see, e.g., Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material
[22]), into the BW amplitudes. Therefore, the R≡
BðΛ0

b → Pþ
c K−ÞBðPþ

c → J=ψpÞ=BðΛ0
b → J=ψpK−Þ val-

ues reported for each Pþ
c state differ from the fit fractions

TABLE I. Summary of Pþ
c properties. The central values are based on the fit displayed in Fig. 6.

State M [MeV] Γ [MeV] (95% C.L.) R [%]

Pcð4312Þþ 4311.9% 0.7þ6.8
−0.6 9.8% 2.7þ3.7

−4.5 ð<27Þ 0.30% 0.07þ0.34
−0.09

Pcð4440Þþ 4440.3% 1.3þ4.1
−4.7 20.6% 4.9þ8.7

−10.1 ð<49Þ 1.11% 0.33þ0.22
−0.10

Pcð4457Þþ 4457.3% 0.6þ4.1
−1.7 6.4% 2.0þ5.7

−1.9 ð<20Þ 0.53% 0.16þ0.15
−0.13
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FIG. 6. Fit to the cos θPc-weighted mJ=ψp distribution with
three BW amplitudes and a sixth-order polynomial background.
This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses and
widths of the Pþ

c states. The mass thresholds for the Σþ
c D̄0 and

Σþ
c D̄$0 final states are superimposed.
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two narrow peaks at 4440 and 4457 MeV, which are more
visible when the dominant Λ! → pK− contributions, which
peak at low pK− masses (mKp), as shown in the right plot
of Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2, are suppressed by requiring mKp >
1.9 GeV (see Fig. 3). This mKp requirement maximizes the
expected signal significance for Pþ

c states that decay
isotropically.
Performing a rigorous amplitude analysis of this new

data sample is computationally challenging. The mJ=ψp
mass resolution must be taken into account, and the size of
the data sample to fit has greatly increased. Formulating an
amplitude model whose systematic uncertainties are com-
parable to the statistical precision provided by this larger
data sample is difficult given the large number of Λ!

excitations [26,27] and coupled-channel effects [28], and
the possible presence of one or more wide Pþ

c contribu-
tions, like the previously reported Pcð4380Þþ state.
Fortunately, the newly observed peaks are so narrow that
it is not necessary to construct an amplitude model to prove
that these states are not artifacts of interfering Λ! reso-
nances [2].
Binned χ2 fits are performed to the one-dimensional

mJ=ψp distribution in the range 4.22 < mJ=ψp < 4.57 GeV
to determine the masses (M), widths (Γ), and relative
production rates (R) of the narrow Pþ

c states under the
assumption that they can be described by relativistic Breit-
Wigner (BW) amplitudes. These mJ=ψp fits alone cannot
distinguish broad Pþ

c states from other contributions that
vary slowly with mJ=ψp. Therefore, a verification of the
Pcð4380Þþ state observed in Ref. [1] awaits completion of
an amplitude analysis of this new larger dataset.

Many variations of the mJ=ψp fits are performed to study
the robustness of the measured Pþ

c properties. The mJ=ψp

distribution is fit both with and without requiring
mKp > 1.9 GeV, which removes over 80% of the Λ!

contributions. In addition, fits are performed on the
mJ=ψp distribution obtained by applying cos θPc

-dependent
weights to each candidate to enhance the Pþ

c signal, where
θPc

is the angle between the K− and J=ψ in the Pþ
c rest

frame (the Pþ
c helicity angle [1]). The Λ! contributions

mostly populate the cos θPc
> 0 region. The weights are

taken to be the inverse of the expected background at each
cos θPc, which is approximately given by the density of
candidates observed in data since the signal contributions
are small. The weight function is shown in Fig. 4. The best
sensitivity to Pþ

c contributions is obtained from the cos θPc-
weighted mJ=ψp distribution, followed by the sample with
themKp > 1.9 GeV requirement. However, since the back-
ground composition and shape are different in the three
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FIG. 2. Dalitz plot of Λ0
b → J=ψpK− candidates. The data

contain 6.4% of non-Λ0
b backgrounds, which are distributed

smoothly over the phase space. The vertical bands correspond to
the Λ! resonances. The horizontal bands correspond to the
Pcð4312Þþ, Pcð4440Þþ, and Pcð4457Þþ structures at m2

J=ψp ¼
18.6, 19.7, and 19.9 GeV2, respectively.
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b → J=ψpK− candidates

after suppression of the dominant Λ! → pK− contributions with
the mKp > 1.9 GeV requirement. The inset shows a zoom into
the region of the narrow Pþ

c peaks.
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FIG. 4. Weight function wðcos θPcÞ applied to candidates,
determined as the inverse of the density of Λ0

b candidates in
the narrow Pþ

c peak region. The red line is a spline function used
to interpolate between bin centers.
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samples, the results from all three fits are used when
assessing the systematic uncertainties.
The one-dimensional fit strategy is validated on

ensembles of large simulated datasets sampled from several
six-dimensional amplitude models, similar to those of
Ref. [1], with or without a broad Pþ

c state and considering
various Pþ

c quantum number assignments. The main
conclusion from these studies is that the dominant system-
atic uncertainty is due to possible interference between
various Pþ

c states. Such interference effects cannot be
unambiguously disentangled using the mJ=ψp distribution
alone. Therefore, fits are performed considering many
possible interference configurations, with the observed
variations in the Pþ

c properties assigned as systematic
uncertainties.
In all fits, the mJ=ψp distribution is modeled by three

narrow BW Pþ
c terms and a smooth parametrization of the

background. Here, background refers to Λ" reflections,
small non-Λ0

b contributions (which comprise 6.4% of the
sample), and possibly additional broad Pþ

c structures.
Many different background parametrizations are consid-
ered (discussed below), each of which is found to produce
negligible bias in the Pþ

c parameters in the validation fits.
Each fit component is multiplied by a phase-space factor,
p · q, where p (q) is the breakup momentum in the Λ0

b →
Pþ
c K− (Pþ

c → J=ψp) decay. Since the signal peaks are
narrow, all fit components are convolved with the detector
resolution, which is 2–3 MeV in the fit region (see the
Supplemental Material [22]). Finally, the detection effi-
ciency has negligible impact on the signal mJ=ψp distribu-
tions, and therefore is not considered in these fits.
In the nominal fits, the BW contributions are added

incoherently. The results of these fits are displayed in Fig. 5
for two parametrizations of the background: one using a
high-order polynomial; and another using a low-order
polynomial, along with an additional wide Pþ

c BW term
whose mass and width are free to vary in the fits. For both
background parametrizations, a range of polynomial orders
is considered. The lowest order used for each case is the
smallest that adequately describes the data, which is found
to correspond to the minimum order required to obtain
unbiased Pþ

c estimators in the fit-validation studies in the
absence of interference. The highest orders are chosen such
that the background model is capable of describing any
structures that could be produced by either non-Pþ

c or
broad-Pþ

c contributions. Figure 6 shows the fit from which
the central values of the Pþ

c properties are obtained,
while the background-model-dependent variations observed
in these properties are included in the systematic uncertain-
ties. The fits with and without the broad Pþ

c state both
describe the data well. Therefore, these fits can neither
confirm nor contradict the existence of the Pcð4380Þþ state.
To determine the significance of the Pcð4312Þþ state, the

change of the fit χ2 when adding this component is used as
the test statistic, where the distribution under the null

hypothesis is obtained from a large ensemble of pseudoex-
periments. The p value, expressed in Gaussian standard
deviations, corresponds to 7.6σ (8.5σ) for the fits to the
mKp > 1.9 GeV (cos θPc-weighted) distribution, ignoring
the look-elsewhere effect. To account for this effect, the
mJ=ψp distribution in each pseudoexperiment is scanned to
find the most significant narrow and isolated peak (exclud-
ing the 4450 MeV peak region). This method lowers the
Pcð4312Þþ significance to 7.3σ (8.2σ).
To evaluate the significance of the two-peak structure

versus the one-peak interpretation of the 4450 MeV region,
the null hypothesis uses just one BW to encompass both the
Pcð4440Þþ and Pcð4457Þþ peaks [the fit also includes the
Pcð4312Þþ BW], which gives Pcð4450Þþ mass and width
values that are consistent with those obtained from the
amplitude analysis of Ref. [1]. Pseudoexperiments are
again used to determine the Δχ2 distribution under the
null hypothesis. The significance of the two-peak structure
is 5.4σ (6.2σ) for the mKp > 1.9 GeV (cos θPc-weighted)
samples. This significance is large enough to render the
single-peak interpretation of the 4450 MeV region obso-
lete. Therefore, the results presented here for this structure
supersede those previously presented in Ref. [1] (see the
Supplemental Material for more detailed discussion [22]).
To investigate the systematic uncertainties on Pþ

c properties
due to interference, which can only be important for Pþ

c
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FIG. 5. Fits to themJ=ψp distributions of the (top row) inclusive,
(middle row) mKp > 1.9 GeV, and (bottom row) cos θPc-
weighted samples with three incoherently summed BW ampli-
tudes representing the narrow Pþ

c signals on top of a (left column)
high-order polynomial function or (right column) lower-order
polynomial plus a broad Pþ

c state represented by a fourth BW
amplitude.
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— New Pc(4312) state
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Pentaquarks as hadronic molecules

Pc(4312) —  near ΣcD,   Pc(4440) and  Pc(4457)  — near  ΣcD*  

— All Pc’s reside near S-wave hadronic thresholds: 

⟹ Hint for a molecular scenario 
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resonances with the same spin and parity, fits to the cos θPc-
weighted distribution are repeated using various coherent
sums of two of the BW amplitudes. Each of these fits
includes a phase between interfering resonances as an extra
free parameter. None of the interference effects studied is
found to produce a significant Δχ2 relative to the fits using
an incoherent sum of BWamplitudes. However, substantial
shifts in the Pþ

c properties are observed, and are included in
the systematic uncertainties. For example, in such a fit the
Pcð4312Þþ mass increases, while its width is rather stable,
leading to a large positive systematic uncertainty of
6.8 MeV on its mass.
As in Ref. [1], the Λ0

b candidates are kinematically
constrained to the known J=ψ and Λ0

b masses [29], which
substantially improves themJ=ψp resolution and determines
the absolute mass scale with an accuracy of 0.2 MeV. The
mass resolution is known with a 10% relative uncertainty.
Varying this within its uncertainty changes the widths
of the narrow states in the nominal fit by up to
0.5 MeV, 0.2 MeV, and 0.8 MeV for the Pcð4312Þþ,

Pcð4440Þþ, and Pcð4457Þþ states, respectively. The widths
of all three narrow Pþ

c peaks are consistent with the
mass resolution within the systematic uncertainties.
Therefore, upper limits are placed on their natural widths
at the 95% confidence level (C.L.), which account for
the uncertainty on the detector resolution and in the
fit model.
A number of additional fits are performed when evalu-

ating the systematic uncertainties. The nominal fits assume
S-wave (no angular momentum) production and decay.
Including P-wave factors in the BW amplitudes has
negligible effect on the results. In addition to the nominal
fits with three narrow peaks in the 4.22 < mJ=ψp <
4.57 GeV region, fits including only the Pcð4312Þþ are
performed in the narrow 4.22–4.44 GeV range. Fits are also
performed using a data sample selected with an alternative
approach, where no BDT is used, resulting in about twice
as much background.
The total systematic uncertainties assigned on the mass

and width of each narrow Pþ
c state are taken to be the

largest deviations observed among all fits. These include
the fits to all three versions of the mJ=ψp distribution, each
configuration of the Pþ

c interference, all variations of the
background model, and each of the additional fits just
described. The masses, widths, and relative contributions
(R values) of the three narrow Pþ

c states, including all
systematic uncertainties, are given in Table I.
To obtain estimates of the relative contributions of the

Pþ
c states, the Λ0

b candidates are weighted by the inverse of
the reconstruction efficiency, which is parametrized in all
six dimensions of the Λ0

b decay phase space [Eq. (68) in the
Supplemental Material to Ref. [30] ]. The efficiency-
weighted mJ=ψp distribution, without the mKp>1.9GeV
requirement, is fit to determine the Pþ

c contributions, which
are then divided by the efficiency-corrected and back-
ground-subtracted Λ0

b yields. This method makes the
results independent of the unknown quantum numbers
and helicity structure of the Pþ

c production and decay.
Unfortunately, this approach also suffers from large Λ$

backgrounds and from sizable fluctuations in the low-
efficiency regions. In these fits, the Pþ

c terms are added
incoherently, absorbing any interference effects, which can
be large (see, e.g., Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material
[22]), into the BW amplitudes. Therefore, the R≡
BðΛ0

b → Pþ
c K−ÞBðPþ

c → J=ψpÞ=BðΛ0
b → J=ψpK−Þ val-

ues reported for each Pþ
c state differ from the fit fractions

TABLE I. Summary of Pþ
c properties. The central values are based on the fit displayed in Fig. 6.

State M [MeV] Γ [MeV] (95% C.L.) R [%]

Pcð4312Þþ 4311.9% 0.7þ6.8
−0.6 9.8% 2.7þ3.7

−4.5 ð<27Þ 0.30% 0.07þ0.34
−0.09

Pcð4440Þþ 4440.3% 1.3þ4.1
−4.7 20.6% 4.9þ8.7

−10.1 ð<49Þ 1.11% 0.33þ0.22
−0.10

Pcð4457Þþ 4457.3% 0.6þ4.1
−1.7 6.4% 2.0þ5.7

−1.9 ð<20Þ 0.53% 0.16þ0.15
−0.13
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FIG. 6. Fit to the cos θPc-weighted mJ=ψp distribution with
three BW amplitudes and a sixth-order polynomial background.
This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses and
widths of the Pþ

c states. The mass thresholds for the Σþ
c D̄0 and

Σþ
c D̄$0 final states are superimposed.
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resonances with the same spin and parity, fits to the cos θPc-
weighted distribution are repeated using various coherent
sums of two of the BW amplitudes. Each of these fits
includes a phase between interfering resonances as an extra
free parameter. None of the interference effects studied is
found to produce a significant Δχ2 relative to the fits using
an incoherent sum of BWamplitudes. However, substantial
shifts in the Pþ

c properties are observed, and are included in
the systematic uncertainties. For example, in such a fit the
Pcð4312Þþ mass increases, while its width is rather stable,
leading to a large positive systematic uncertainty of
6.8 MeV on its mass.
As in Ref. [1], the Λ0

b candidates are kinematically
constrained to the known J=ψ and Λ0

b masses [29], which
substantially improves themJ=ψp resolution and determines
the absolute mass scale with an accuracy of 0.2 MeV. The
mass resolution is known with a 10% relative uncertainty.
Varying this within its uncertainty changes the widths
of the narrow states in the nominal fit by up to
0.5 MeV, 0.2 MeV, and 0.8 MeV for the Pcð4312Þþ,

Pcð4440Þþ, and Pcð4457Þþ states, respectively. The widths
of all three narrow Pþ

c peaks are consistent with the
mass resolution within the systematic uncertainties.
Therefore, upper limits are placed on their natural widths
at the 95% confidence level (C.L.), which account for
the uncertainty on the detector resolution and in the
fit model.
A number of additional fits are performed when evalu-

ating the systematic uncertainties. The nominal fits assume
S-wave (no angular momentum) production and decay.
Including P-wave factors in the BW amplitudes has
negligible effect on the results. In addition to the nominal
fits with three narrow peaks in the 4.22 < mJ=ψp <
4.57 GeV region, fits including only the Pcð4312Þþ are
performed in the narrow 4.22–4.44 GeV range. Fits are also
performed using a data sample selected with an alternative
approach, where no BDT is used, resulting in about twice
as much background.
The total systematic uncertainties assigned on the mass

and width of each narrow Pþ
c state are taken to be the

largest deviations observed among all fits. These include
the fits to all three versions of the mJ=ψp distribution, each
configuration of the Pþ

c interference, all variations of the
background model, and each of the additional fits just
described. The masses, widths, and relative contributions
(R values) of the three narrow Pþ

c states, including all
systematic uncertainties, are given in Table I.
To obtain estimates of the relative contributions of the

Pþ
c states, the Λ0

b candidates are weighted by the inverse of
the reconstruction efficiency, which is parametrized in all
six dimensions of the Λ0

b decay phase space [Eq. (68) in the
Supplemental Material to Ref. [30] ]. The efficiency-
weighted mJ=ψp distribution, without the mKp>1.9GeV
requirement, is fit to determine the Pþ

c contributions, which
are then divided by the efficiency-corrected and back-
ground-subtracted Λ0

b yields. This method makes the
results independent of the unknown quantum numbers
and helicity structure of the Pþ

c production and decay.
Unfortunately, this approach also suffers from large Λ$

backgrounds and from sizable fluctuations in the low-
efficiency regions. In these fits, the Pþ

c terms are added
incoherently, absorbing any interference effects, which can
be large (see, e.g., Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material
[22]), into the BW amplitudes. Therefore, the R≡
BðΛ0

b → Pþ
c K−ÞBðPþ

c → J=ψpÞ=BðΛ0
b → J=ψpK−Þ val-

ues reported for each Pþ
c state differ from the fit fractions

TABLE I. Summary of Pþ
c properties. The central values are based on the fit displayed in Fig. 6.

State M [MeV] Γ [MeV] (95% C.L.) R [%]

Pcð4312Þþ 4311.9% 0.7þ6.8
−0.6 9.8% 2.7þ3.7

−4.5 ð<27Þ 0.30% 0.07þ0.34
−0.09

Pcð4440Þþ 4440.3% 1.3þ4.1
−4.7 20.6% 4.9þ8.7

−10.1 ð<49Þ 1.11% 0.33þ0.22
−0.10

Pcð4457Þþ 4457.3% 0.6þ4.1
−1.7 6.4% 2.0þ5.7

−1.9 ð<20Þ 0.53% 0.16þ0.15
−0.13
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FIG. 6. Fit to the cos θPc-weighted mJ=ψp distribution with
three BW amplitudes and a sixth-order polynomial background.
This fit is used to determine the central values of the masses and
widths of the Pþ

c states. The mass thresholds for the Σþ
c D̄0 and

Σþ
c D̄$0 final states are superimposed.
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Implications of QCD symmetries:  

—heavy-quark spin symmetry (HQSS):  there must  be seven 

—chiral symmetry:  one- and multi-pion exchanges 

Liu et al,  PRL 122 242001  (2019)

⟹

⟹ First predictions for spin partners using masses of Pc(4312), Pc(4440) and  Pc(4457)
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FIG. 1. Diagrams in TOPT responsible for the two contributions to the OPE potential. The solid line

represents the ⌃(⇤)
c , ⇤c and D̄(⇤), the dashed line denotes the pion field.

C. Next-to-leading-order contact terms

In Subsection IIA, we construct the LO contact potentials using the heavy-light spin structure

decomposition |sQ ⌦ j`i. Alternatively, one can also obtain those potentials using an e↵ective

Lagrangian. For the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, the e↵ective Lagrangian reads [21, 32, 60]

LLO = �Ca S
†

ab · SbahH̄†

c H̄ci � Cb i✏jikS
j†
abS

k
bahH̄†

c�
iH̄ci

+Cc

⇣
Si†
abTcahH̄†

c�
iH̄bi � T †

caS
i
abhH̄

†

b�
iH̄ci

⌘
� CdT

†

abTbahH̄†

c H̄ci, (23)

where the contact potentials Ca, Cb, Cc and Cd are related to those in Eqs. (7)-(9) as

Ca = 1
3C 1

2
+ 2

3C 3
2
, Cb=

1

3
(C 3

2
� C 1

2
),

Cc = 2
3C

0

1
2

, Cd = C 00

1
2

. (24)

The transitions between the elastic and inelastic channels in Eqs. (11) can also be obtained using

the e↵ective Lagrangian respecting the HQSS [32]:

Line =
gSp
3
N †�iH̄J†Si �

p
3gDN

†�iH̄(@i@j � 1

3
�ij@2)J†Sj , (25)

where N denotes the nucleon doublet, and J = �⌘c+� · contains the ground state charmonium

fields.

It was noticed in Refs. [65, 66] for B(⇤)B̄⇤ scattering that the NLO contact terms which con-

tribute to the S-D transitions need to be promoted to LO to tame the ultraviolet (UV) divergence

associated with the S-D OPE potentials in the course of iterations. The S-S NLO contact terms,

however, play a subleading role resulting only in a marginal improvement in the fits to the Zb line

central spin-spin

states⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤)
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as input and neglecting coupled-channels 

related works:  Xiao et al. PRD 100 014021 (2019),  Sakai et al. PRD 100 074007 (2019), …



This Talk is about

 ! A coupled-channel analysis of the LHCb spectra using an EFT approach  

☛  Fixing LECs from data and not from Breit-Wigner masses, as done before

☛ Parameter-free testable predictions for HQSS partners and line shapes in 
⇤b ! K⌃(⇤)D̄(⇤) and ⇤b ! K⌘cp
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☛  The role of one-pion exchange

 our works:  PRL 14, 072001 (2020)  and arXiv:  2102.07159   (2021)
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⟹  extracting poles and residues
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Chiral EFT approach at low energies

!   Elastic coupled-channel

☛ typical soft scale Q is quite large because of coupled-channels

0 �
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<latexit sha1_base64="fvlQVVnZ0Lle5Me6omjxFspphw0=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMHaxqJAYUJUUJBgrGGBgKBJ9SE0UOY7TWrWdyHaQqqgDC7/CwgBCrHwEG3+D22aAliNZOjrnXF3fE6aMKu0439bS8srq2nppo7y5tb2za+/tt1WSSUxaOGGJ7IZIEUYFaWmqGemmkiAeMtIJh1cTv/NApKKJuNejlPgc9QWNKUbaSIFd8W5NOELBwFOUQ9c7gbknObwm7XFgV52aMwVcJG5BqqBAM7C/vCjBGSdCY4aU6rlOqv0cSU0xI+OylymSIjxEfdIzVCBOlJ9PjxjDI6NEME6keULDqfp7IkdcqREPTZIjPVDz3kT8z+tlOr7wcyrSTBOBZ4vijEGdwEkjMKKSYM1GhiAsqfkrxAMkEdamt7IpwZ0/eZG06zX3tFa/O6s2Los6SqACDsExcME5aIAb0AQtgMEjeAav4M16sl6sd+tjFl2yipkD8AfW5w8RcpcU</latexit>

⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="fjFMOK6K+luL1dVh0OlkA/zElo0=">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</latexit>

potential to a given order in Q/"h

Q

ptyp =
p
m �

<latexit sha1_base64="WC39KTufFrjjfhYm2FWS42WZEJg=">AAACB3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBAsJOxGQRshaGMZwTwgG8Ls5CYZMrO7ztwVwpLOxl+xsVDE1l+w82+cPApNPDBwOOde7pwTxFIYdN1vZ2FxaXllNbOWXd/Y3NrO7exWTZRoDhUeyUjXA2ZAihAqKFBCPdbAVCChFvSvR37tAbQRUXiHgxiainVD0RGcoZVauYO4lfpaUesNL31zrzFV/gn12yCRDWkrl3cL7hh0nnhTkidTlFu5L78d8URBiFwyYxqeG2MzZRoFlzDM+omBmPE+60LD0pApMM10nGNIj6zSpp1I2xciHau/N1KmjBmowE4qhj0z643E/7xGgp2LZirCOEEI+eRQJ5EUo1FwoG2hgaMcWMK4FvavlPeYZhxtdVlbgjcbeZ5UiwXvtFC8PcuXrqZ1ZMg+OSTHxCPnpERuSJlUCCeP5Jm8kjfnyXlx3p2PyeiCM93ZI3/gfP4A5mKZUA==</latexit>

q
q

uq
N

!,",…
q

q

uq
N −q

b!,",…
−b

q
B⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="Z/NQifp4ie2X6c0EOsIQdarSYOw=">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</latexit>

B̄
<latexit sha1_base64="tkzNTdORmTOHwovzi7hFkph6fGs=">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</latexit>

 Voloshin, Okun (1976)c
q

u
D̄

<latexit sha1_base64="Dokf/n3ErRsgw6x1k4oikMT/F7U=">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</latexit>

(⇤)
<latexit sha1_base64="sOYT5//kv2/ZKJJbLPBYEQZmpp4=">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</latexit>

q
Σ(⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="oqwEAsUir72jYx5RKQZ0wyG8Y7I=">AAACJHicbVBNS0JBFJ3Xp2kfWss2jySwFqIW1LKMoKVRpqAi88arDs6beczcJ8nj/YS29Q/6Ne2iRZt+S6NJpHbgwuGce7n3Hi8Q3GCh8OksLa+srq0nNpKpza3tnXRm98GoUDOoMiWUrnvUgOASqshRQD3QQH1PQM0bXI392hC04Ure4yiAlk97knc5o2ilu9zxUTudLeQLE7i/pDhPsmSKSjvjpJodxUIfJDJBjWmcB9iKqEbOBMTJZmggoGxAe9CwVFIfTCuanBq7h1bpuF2lbUl0J+rfiYj6xox8z3b6FPtm3huL/3mNELvnrYjLIESQ7GdRNxQuKnf8t9vhGhiKkSWUaW5vdVmfasrQpjOzBVAp4anHOJlsXmIZelxeyyHXSo4/jpB6oaA6jprI5Si28S2EtUgeSvniSb50e5q9KE+DTJB9ckBypEjOyAW5IRVSJYz0yBN5Ji/Oq/PmvDsfP61LznRmj8zA+foGM2akvw==</latexit> −c

q!,",…

☛

Long range: OPE

+
           2 S-S wave LECs at O(Q0)

1 S-D wave LEC at O(Q2)

⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="MMfoOZUbGzRkaB76umvTEWj+CN8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz00Et4v1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vklat6l1Ua/eXlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwBRC43R</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+qhQ+VO2H9dZ9XFG/SPFAdUWVAE=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBbBhdREirosuhFXFewDmhAm00k7dPJg5kYooeDGX3HjQhG3/oQ7/8ZJm4VWDwwczrmHO/f4ieAKLOvLKC0sLi2vlFcra+sbm1vm9k5bxamkrEVjEcuuTxQTPGIt4CBYN5GMhL5gHX90lfudeyYVj6M7GCfMDckg4gGnBLTkmXsOA+LRY+xgfHPiNBXPqdOPQXlm1apZU+C/xC5IFRVoeuanztE0ZBFQQZTq2VYCbkYkcCrYpOKkiiWEjsiA9TSNSMiUm01vmOBDrfRxEEv9IsBT9WciI6FS49DXkyGBoZr3cvE/r5dCcOFmPEpSYBGdLQpSgSHGeSG4zyWjIMaaECq5/iumQyIJBV1bRZdgz5/8l7RPa/ZZrX5brzYuizrKaB8doCNko3PUQNeoiVqIogf0hF7Qq/FoPBtvxvtstGQUmV30C8bHN/xqldc=</latexit>

⌘c, J/ , . . .

+V e↵
LO

<latexit sha1_base64="1ZhKthZgxn+w8UKEpdmGtH3g8Go=">AAAB/XicbZDLSsNAFIYnXmu9xcvOzWARXJWkCrosunEhWMFeoI1hMp20Q2cmYWYi1BB8FTcuFHHre7jzbZymWWjrDwMf/zmHc+YPYkaVdpxva2FxaXlltbRWXt/Y3Nq2d3ZbKkokJk0csUh2AqQIo4I0NdWMdGJJEA8YaQejy0m9/UCkopG40+OYeBwNBA0pRtpYvr3fuk97kkMShpmf0/VN5tsVp+rkgvPgFlABhRq+/dXrRzjhRGjMkFJd14m1lyKpKWYkK/cSRWKER2hAugYF4kR5aX59Bo+M04dhJM0TGubu74kUcaXGPDCdHOmhmq1NzP9q3USH515KRZxoIvB0UZgwqCM4iQL2qSRYs7EBhCU1t0I8RBJhbQIrmxDc2S/PQ6tWdU+qtdvTSv2iiKMEDsAhOAYuOAN1cAUaoAkweATP4BW8WU/Wi/VufUxbF6xiZg/8kfX5AxcMlPw=</latexit>

=
Imaginary part 

from inelastic channels
HQSS:

p

M. Du et al. arXiv:  2102.07159   (2021)



Formalism: production and inelastic channels

— via couplings to elastic channels 
— No direct inelastic transitions 

Uel =

Uinel =

+
D̄(⇤)

<latexit sha1_base64="P+tvXZ0fGR19KHOKAeYDnxb57hc=">AAACLXicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIJ6CEkU9OgTPCoYE8hG6Z104pDZmWWmVwzL/oZX/QO/xoMgXv0Nd2MOvgoaiqpuuruCSElHlcqrNzY+MTk1PTNbmJtfWFwqLq9cORNbgXVhlLHNABwqqbFOkhQ2I4sQBgobQf849xt3aJ00+pIGEbZD6GnZlQIok3w/AMtPrpPN7a30pliqlCtD8L+kOiIlNsL5zbI353eMiEPUJBQ419qPqJ2AJSkUpgU/dhiB6EMPWxnVEKJrJ8ObU76RKR3eNTYrTXyofp9IIHRuEAZZZwh06357ufif14qpu99OpI5iQi2+FnVjxcnwPADekRYFqUFGQFiZ3crFLVgQlMX0YwuSMSow92mh4B/SEfakPtV30hqdf5wQBLECmyY+ST3I46v+DusvuaqVqzvl2sVu6eBoFOQMW2PrbJNV2R47YGfsnNWZYBF7YI/syXv2Xrw37/2rdcwbzayyH/A+PgFSwahj</latexit>

⌃(⇤)
c

<latexit sha1_base64="9DcRRFSmzDacumzEBqxxdpWJlhs=">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</latexit>⇤b
<latexit sha1_base64="wjv+He0JEisP+hUmz9rMfSSDkuU=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMzevSyGARPYaOCOWpE8OBBwfggG0LvpDcOzs4sM73BsOxXeNU/8Gu8iVc/xEnMwVdBQ1HVTXdXlEphKQjevKnpmdm5+dJCeXFpeWV1rbJ+ZXVmOLa4ltrcRGBRCoUtEiTxJjUISSTxOro/HvnXAzRWaHVJwxQ7CfSViAUHctJteOZae9CNumvVoBaM4f8l9QmpsgnOuxVvMexpniWoiEuwtt1IqZODIcElFuUws5gCv4c+th1VkKDt5OODC3/bKT0/1saVIn+sfp/IIbF2mESuMwG6s7+9kfif184obnRyodKMUPGvRXEmfdL+6Hu/JwxykkNHgBvhbvX5HRjg5DL6sQVJaxnph6JcDo+oiX2hTtRAGK1GH+cEUSbBFHlIQg0LF1/9d1h/ydVurb5X273Yrx42J0GW2CbbYjuszg7YITtl56zFOEvYI3tiz96L9+q9ee9frVPeZGaD/YD38QklMqfd</latexit>

K K

⌃(⇤)
c

<latexit sha1_base64="9DcRRFSmzDacumzEBqxxdpWJlhs=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDIJ6CIkKevSB4FHRqJCNoXfSiUNmZ5aZXjEs+yVe9Q/8Gb2JVz/CSczBV0FDUdVNd1eUKOmoUnkJRkbHxicmp6YLM7Nz8wvFxaVLZ1IrsCaMMvY6AodKaqyRJIXXiUWII4VXUfeo71/doXXS6AvqJdiIoaNlWwogLzWLC+G57MTQFDfZ+uZGzpvFUqVcGYD/JdUhKbEhTpuLwUzYMiKNUZ NQ4Fx9L6FGBpakUJgXwtRhAqILHax7qiFG18gGh+d8zSst3jbWlyY+UL9PZBA714sj3xkD3brfXl/8z6un1N5rZFInKaEWX4vaqeJkeD8F3pIWBameJyCs9LdycQsWBPmsfmxBMkZF5j4vFMIDOsSO1Mf6Tlqj+x9nBFGqwOZZSFL3ch9f9XdYf8nlVrm6Xd462yntHw6DnGIrbJWtsyrbZfvshJ2yGhMsZQ/skT0Fz8Fr8Ba8f7WOBMOZZfYDwccndN+p7A==</latexit>

D̄(⇤)
<latexit sha1_base64="P+tvXZ0fGR19KHOKAeYDnxb57hc=">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</latexit>

⌃(⇤)
c

<latexit sha1_base64="p4thU3fXFNxjVcqS9ax29yC/QNQ=">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</latexit>

D̄(⇤)
<latexit sha1_base64="8RbgR487VO/t2SiKkVAV8h5GtVc=">AAACLXicbVDLSgNBEJyN7/iKevQyGAT1EBIVzNEneFQwKmSj9E46yeDszDLTK4Zlf8Or/oFf40EQr/6GuzGIr4KGoqqb7q4gUtJRtfriFUZGx8YnJqeK0zOzc/OlhcVzZ2IrsCGMMvYyAIdKamyQJIWXkUUIA4UXwc1B7l/conXS6DPqR9gKoatlRwqgTPL9ACw/vErWNtbT61K5WqkOwL9I7TcpsyFOrhe8ab9tRByiJqHAuWY9olYClqRQmBb92GEE4ga62MyohhBdKxncnPLVTGnzjrFZaeID9ftEAqFz/TDIOkOgnvvt5eJ/XjOmTr2VSB3FhFp8LurEipPheQC8LS0KUv2MgLAyu5WLHlgQlMX0YwuSMSowd2mx6O/RPnalPtK30hqdf5wQBLECmyY+Sd3P4/sT1l9yvlmpbVU2T7fLu/vDICfZMltha6zGdtguO2YnrMEEi9g9e2CP3pP37L16b5+tBW84s8R+wHv/AFRpqGQ=</latexit>

⇤b
<latexit sha1_base64="wjv+He0JEisP+hUmz9rMfSSDkuU=">AAACKnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMzevSyGARPYaOCOWpE8OBBwfggG0LvpDcOzs4sM73BsOxXeNU/8Gu8iVc/xEnMwVdBQ1HVTXdXlEphKQjevKnpmdm5+dJCeXFpeWV1rbJ+ZXVmOLa4ltrcRGBRCoUtEiTxJjUISSTxOro/HvnXAzRWaHVJwxQ7CfSViAUHctJteOZae9CNumvVoBaM4f8l9QmpsgnOuxVvMexpniWoiEuwtt1IqZODIcElFuUws5gCv4c+th1VkKDt5OODC3/bKT0/1saVIn+sfp/IIbF2mESuMwG6s7+9kfif184obnRyodKMUPGvRXEmfdL+6Hu/JwxykkNHgBvhbvX5HRjg5DL6sQVJaxnph6JcDo+oiX2hTtRAGK1GH+cEUSbBFHlIQg0LF1/9d1h/ydVurb5X273Yrx42J0GW2CbbYjuszg7YITtl56zFOEvYI3tiz96L9+q9ee9frVPeZGaD/YD38QklMqfd</latexit>

K
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FIG. 4. Diagrams contributing to the ⌥(10860) ! �B(⇤)B̄(⇤)

decay amplitude: diagrams (a), (b1) and (b2) (in the first
line) form a gauge invariant subset of tree level contribu-
tions, while diagrams (c1), (c2), (d) and (e) correspond to a
gauge invariant subset of contributions at the one-loop level.
The vertex in diagrams (a) and (d) comes from gauging the
⌥(10860) ! B(⇤)B̄(⇤) vertex; the photon vertices in (b1),
(b2), (c1) and (c2) are from gauging the kinetic terms of the
heavy mesons. The diagram (d) is needed to account for
gauging the regulator used in the loops and for a nonpoint-
like character of the amplitude in the final state.

TABLE II. Ratios of the coupling constants, �(J++)
↵ , respon-

sible for the production of the WbJ states in the radiative
decays ⌥(10860) ! �WbJ .

BB̄(1S0) B⇤B̄⇤(1S0) BB̄⇤(3S1,+) B⇤B̄⇤(5S2)

1 1/
p
3 2

p
20/3

(a coupled-channel version of this relation is provided in
Ref. [? ]). In the heavy quark limit the functions A
and B do not depend on the channel. Moreover, since
the momentum dependence of the functions A(p↵) and
B↵(p↵) is controlled by the left-hand cuts of the produc-
tion operator and the scattering amplitude, respectively,
we expect that near thresholds both are well approxi-
mated by constants, which are also independent of the
channel in the heavy quark limit. Based on this one can
predict the ratios of the partial widths for di↵erent de-
cay channels of the WbJ ’s, up to spin symmetry violating
corrections.

It is proposed in Ref. [? ] that the most prominent
production mechanism for the Zb states in the ⌥(10860)
and ⌥(11020) decays involves B0

1B̄ or B0B̄ intermediate

states, with B0 and B0
1 being the broad members of the

quadruplet of the positive P -parity B mesons. If this
proposal is correct, the decay mechanism through the
B(⇤)B̄(⇤) pairs considered above will give only a small
contribution. However, it should be stressed that the
mechanism proposed in Ref. [? ] should not change the
line shapes but only the total rate of the production cross
sections, which is not a subject of the current study.

B. Coupled-channel system

The set of the allowed quantum numbers for the
B(⇤)B̄(⇤) system is encoded in the basis vectors quoted
in Eq. (??). Inclusion of the OPE interaction enables
transitions to the D and even G waves [? ].

For a given set JPC the system of the partial-wave-
decomposed coupled-channel Lippmann-Schwinger-type
equations reads

T↵� = V e↵
↵� �

X

�

ˆ
d3q

(2⇡)3
V e↵
↵� G�T��

T↵�(M, p, p0) = V e↵
↵� (p, p0) (62)

�
X

�

ˆ
d3q

(2⇡)3
V e↵
↵� (p, q)G�(M, q)T��(M, q, p0),

where ↵, �, and � label the basis vectors defined in
Eq. (??), the e↵ective potential is defined by Eq. (??),
and the scattering amplitude T↵� is related with the in-
variant amplitude M↵� as

T↵� = � M↵�
p

(2m1,↵)(2m2,↵)(2m1,�)(2m2,�)
, (63)

with m1,↵ and m2,↵ (m1,� and m2,�) being the masses
of the B(⇤) mesons in the channel ↵ (�). The two-body
propagator for the given set JPC takes the form

G� =
�

q2/(2µ�) + m1,� + m2,� � M � i✏
��1

, (64)

where the reduced mass is

µ� =
m1,�m2,�

m1,� + m2,�
. (65)

It is convenient to define the energy Ei relative to a par-
ticular threshold, namely,

M = 2m + E1 ⌘ m + m⇤ + E2 ⌘ 2m⇤ + E3. (66)

Finally, to render the loop integrals well defined we
introduce a sharp ultraviolet cuto↵ ⇤ which needs to
be larger than all typical three-momenta related to the
coupled-channel dynamics. For the results presented be-
low we choose ⇤ = 1 GeV but we also address the prob-
lem of the renormalisability of the resulting EFT and es-
timate and discuss the theoretical uncertainty from the
cuto↵ variation.

— Weak production ⇤0
b ! K ⌃(⇤)D(⇤)
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pion relativistically and employ the relativistic mass-energy relations for ⌃(⇤)
c , D̄(⇤) and ⇤c. To be

consistent, we employ the LSEs with relativistic Green functions. The T -matrix for ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) !

⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) scattering is given by the LSE,

T J
↵�(E, p, p0) = V J

↵�(E, p, p0)�
X

�

ˆ
d3q

(2⇡)3
V J
↵�(E, p, q)G�(E, q)T J

��(E, q, p0), (29)

where the two-body propagator reads [81]

G�(E, q) =
m

⌃
(⇤)
c
mD(⇤)

E
⌃

(⇤)
c
(q)ED(⇤)(q)

1

E
⌃

(⇤)
c
(q) + ED(⇤)(q)� E � ⌃̃R(s,m⌃

(⇤)
c
)/(2E

⌃
(⇤)
c
(q))

, (30)

G�(E, q) =
m

⌃
(⇤)
c
mD(⇤)

E
⌃

(⇤)
c
(q)ED(⇤)(q)

1

E
⌃

(⇤)
c
(q) + ED(⇤)(q)� E � ⌃̃R(s)

2E
⌃

(⇤)
c
(q)

, (31)

with

s =
�
E � ED(⇤)(q)

�2 � q2 (32)

for the o↵-shell ⌃(⇤)
c resonance and ⌃̃R(s,m⌃

(⇤)
c
) the renormalized self-energy loop diagram with

Ei =
q
q2 +m2

i . The self-energy function ⌃̃R(s,m⌃
(⇤)
c
) can be evaluated from the diagram in

Fig. 3, since the width of the ⌃(⇤)
c is almost saturated by the two-body decay into the ⇤c⇡ [64].

For simplicity, here we use a more pragmatic way and consider only the unitarity-driven part of

the loop diagram, which generates a relevant three-body cut from the ⇤cD̄⇡ threshold. We expect

that the principal value part of the loop can be largely absorbed into renormalization of the ⌃(⇤)
c

mass. Therefore, the self-energy function reduces to

⌃̃R(s,m⌃
(⇤)
c
) = ig2

p3p
s
, (33)

where p = �1/2(s,m2
⇤c
,m2

⇡)/2
p
s with Källén function �(a, b, c) = a2+ b2+ c2�2ab�2bc�2ca and

g is set to reproduce the physical width of the ⌃(⇤)
c , i.e., ⌃̃R(m2

⌃
(⇤)
c
,m

⌃
(⇤)
c
) = im

⌃
(⇤)
c
�
⌃

(⇤)
c
. The e↵ect

of the D̄⇤ width can be safely neglected as it is only several tens of keV, i.e., it is three orders of

magnitude smaller than that of the ⌃(⇤)
c . The widths of the D̄ and ⇤c are even smaller than that of

D̄⇤ since both states decay only via the weak interaction, and thus are also negligible. Neglecting

the energy-dependence of the self-energy, i.e., employing ⌃̃R(s,m⌃
(⇤)
c
) = im

⌃
(⇤)
c
�
⌃

(⇤)
c

in the LSEs,

the two-body propagator Eq. (31) reduces to the form used in Ref. [40] in the nonrelativistic limit.

— Dynamical widths of Σc
(*)
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⌃(⇤)
c

⇤c

⇡

⌃(⇤)
c

FIG. 3. Loop diagrams of the self-energy for ⌃(⇤)
c .

To describe the J/ p mass distribution, we work in terms of the production amplitudes rather

than the scattering amplitudes. The LSE for the physical production amplitude of the ↵th elastic

channel U↵(E, p)J reads

UJ
↵ (E, p)=P J

↵�
X

�

ˆ
d3q

(2⇡)3
V J
↵�(E, p, q)G�(E, q)UJ

� (E, q), (34)

where P↵ denotes the bare production vertices in Eq. (15). Note that we only include the S-wave

⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) production source in LSE, while the sources from the other channels are neglected, as

discussed above. The source corresponding to production of the D-wave ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) is also neglected

due to the centrifugal barrier as discussed above. As a result of these simplifying assumptions, the

production amplitude, U (0)J
i , for the ith J/ p (⌘cp) inelastic channel is simply given by

U (0)J
i (E, k)=�

X

�

ˆ
d3q

(2⇡)3
V(0)J
i� (k)G�(E, q)UJ

� (E, q). (35)

To render the integrals in the LSEs well defined one needs to introduce a regulator, with a cuto↵

larger than all typical three-momenta scales related to coupled-channel dynamics. In what follows,

we will discuss the results obtained for a hard cuto↵ ⇤ set to 1 GeV for the pure contact potentials,

namely scheme I, and to 1.3 GeV for the case including OPE potentials, i.e., schemes II and III,

as discussed below. However, we have checked that the final results barely depend on the cuto↵

value, when ⇤ is varied from 0.7 GeV to 1.5 GeV for the contact scheme, and from 1.0 to 1.5 GeV

for the schemes including OPE potentials, once the mentioned S-D counter terms are included.

IV. FIT RESULTS

With the decay amplitude from Eq. (35), we are in a position to fit the J/ p invariant mass

distribution of the decay ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� by LHCb [17]. The possible contributions from misiden-

generates D̄⇤c⇡
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: cosθPc-weighted

Solution A: χ2/dof = 1.00

Solution B: χ2/dof = 1.03
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: mKp all

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.93

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.97
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.

“Contact” Fits to three sets of LHCb data

⇒   Consistent values for the Pc’s poles from all fits
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.91

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.91
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤
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⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i
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elastic thresholds is marginal. For this four-elastic-channel case, there are 24 = 16 Riemann sheets

in total. However, only 5 of them are of interest because they can be reached from the physical

region by crossing the unitary branch cut from E+ i✏ to E� i✏ between the (n� 1)th and the nth

threshold. As a result, the poles located on these Riemann sheets have more significant impact

physical observables than those on the more remote sheets.3 We use the sign of the imaginary part

solution A solution B

DC ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] gDC JP Pole [MeV] gDC

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 2.6(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i 2.9(1) + 0.4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 2.8(1) + 0.1(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i 3.0(1) + 0.1(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2

�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3.7(2) + 0.6(1)i 3
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�
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�
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�
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Pc ⌃⇤
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�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 1.9(2) + 0.6(7)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i 3.9(2) + 0.1(2)i

3 This statement is not necessarily applicable to resonances which manifest as strong cusp e↵ects, such as those that
correspond to poles in the Riemann sheet reached by crossing the real-s axis right above the previous threshold,
but having a mass above the next one. This is not the case found for the Pc states here discussed.
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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elastic thresholds is marginal. For this four-elastic-channel case, there are 24 = 16 Riemann sheets

in total. However, only 5 of them are of interest because they can be reached from the physical

region by crossing the unitary branch cut from E+ i✏ to E� i✏ between the (n� 1)th and the nth

threshold. As a result, the poles located on these Riemann sheets have more significant impact

physical observables than those on the more remote sheets.3 We use the sign of the imaginary part

solution A solution B

DC ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] gDC JP Pole [MeV] gDC

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�
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3 This statement is not necessarily applicable to resonances which manifest as strong cusp e↵ects, such as those that
correspond to poles in the Riemann sheet reached by crossing the real-s axis right above the previous threshold,
but having a mass above the next one. This is not the case found for the Pc states here discussed.

Poles and quantum numbers:
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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solution A solution B

thr. ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] JP Pole [MeV]
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elastic thresholds is marginal. For this four-elastic-channel case, there are 24 = 16 Riemann sheets

in total. However, only 5 of them are of interest because they can be reached from the physical

region by crossing the unitary branch cut from E+ i✏ to E� i✏ between the (n� 1)th and the nth

threshold. As a result, the poles located on these Riemann sheets have more significant impact

physical observables than those on the more remote sheets.3 We use the sign of the imaginary part

solution A solution B

DC ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] gDC JP Pole [MeV] gDC

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 2.6(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i 2.9(1) + 0.4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤
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2

�
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4375(2)� 6(1)i 3.0(1) + 0.1(1)i
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3 This statement is not necessarily applicable to resonances which manifest as strong cusp e↵ects, such as those that
correspond to poles in the Riemann sheet reached by crossing the real-s axis right above the previous threshold,
but having a mass above the next one. This is not the case found for the Pc states here discussed.

Poles and quantum numbers:

and arXiv:2102.07159
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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solution A solution B

thr. ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] JP Pole [MeV]

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2
�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3
2
�

4441(3)� 5(2)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2
�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 1
2
�

4462(4)� 5(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i

solution A solution B

thr. ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] JP Pole [MeV]

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2
�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3
2
�

4441(3)� 5(2)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2
�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 1
2
�

4462(4)� 5(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i

elastic thresholds is marginal. For this four-elastic-channel case, there are 24 = 16 Riemann sheets

in total. However, only 5 of them are of interest because they can be reached from the physical

region by crossing the unitary branch cut from E+ i✏ to E� i✏ between the (n� 1)th and the nth

threshold. As a result, the poles located on these Riemann sheets have more significant impact

physical observables than those on the more remote sheets.3 We use the sign of the imaginary part

solution A solution B

DC ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] gDC JP Pole [MeV] gDC

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 2.6(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i 2.9(1) + 0.4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 2.8(1) + 0.1(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i 3.0(1) + 0.1(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2

�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3.7(2) + 0.6(1)i 3
2

�

4441(3)� 5(2)i 3.6(1) + 0.3(1)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2

�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 2.1(2) + 0.3(1)i 1
2

�

4462(4)� 5(3)i 2.0(2) + 1.2(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 4.0(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i 1.5(2) + 1.1(4)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3.3(2) + 0.6(2)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i 2.5(2) + 0.9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 1.9(2) + 0.6(7)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i 3.9(2) + 0.1(2)i

3 This statement is not necessarily applicable to resonances which manifest as strong cusp e↵ects, such as those that
correspond to poles in the Riemann sheet reached by crossing the real-s axis right above the previous threshold,
but having a mass above the next one. This is not the case found for the Pc states here discussed.

Poles and quantum numbers:

and arXiv:2102.07159

☛ Two fits with equal $2 yield:

Fit A:   1/2-            3/2-

Fit B:   3/2-           1/2-

Pc(4440) Pc(4457)

☛ A narrow Pc(4380) state predicted as 
a Σc

∗D   3/2- molecule is seen in data



☛ Pc(4312), Pc(4440), Pc(4457) are well 
understood as ΣcD, ΣcD

∗  and ΣcD
∗  

quasi-bound states, respectively

☛ Σc
∗D∗ states are not seen yet, their 
production rate is suppressed

Du et al.  PRL 124, 072001 (2020) 
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.91

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.91
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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solution A solution B

thr. ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] JP Pole [MeV]

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2
�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3
2
�

4441(3)� 5(2)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2
�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 1
2
�

4462(4)� 5(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i

solution A solution B

thr. ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] JP Pole [MeV]

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2
�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3
2
�

4441(3)� 5(2)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2
�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 1
2
�

4462(4)� 5(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i

elastic thresholds is marginal. For this four-elastic-channel case, there are 24 = 16 Riemann sheets

in total. However, only 5 of them are of interest because they can be reached from the physical

region by crossing the unitary branch cut from E+ i✏ to E� i✏ between the (n� 1)th and the nth

threshold. As a result, the poles located on these Riemann sheets have more significant impact

physical observables than those on the more remote sheets.3 We use the sign of the imaginary part

solution A solution B

DC ([MeV]) JP Pole [MeV] gDC JP Pole [MeV] gDC

Pc(4312) ⌃cD̄ (4321.6) 1
2

�

4314(1)� 4(1)i 2.6(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4312(2)� 4(2)i 2.9(1) + 0.4(2)i

Pc(4380) ⌃⇤

cD̄ (4386.2) 3
2

�

4377(1)� 7(1)i 2.8(1) + 0.1(1)i 3
2

�

4375(2)� 6(1)i 3.0(1) + 0.1(1)i

Pc(4440) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 1
2

�

4440(1)� 9(2)i 3.7(2) + 0.6(1)i 3
2

�

4441(3)� 5(2)i 3.6(1) + 0.3(1)i

Pc(4457) ⌃cD̄⇤ (4462.1) 3
2

�

4458(2)� 3(1)i 2.1(2) + 0.3(1)i 1
2

�

4462(4)� 5(3)i 2.0(2) + 1.2(3)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 1

2

�

4498(2)� 9(3)i 4.0(1) + 0.4(2)i 1
2

�

4526(3)� 9(2)i 1.5(2) + 1.1(4)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 3

2

�

4510(2)� 14(3)i 3.3(2) + 0.6(2)i 3
2

�

4521(2)� 12(3)i 2.5(2) + 0.9(2)i

Pc ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (4526.7) 5

2

�

4525(2)� 9(3)i 1.9(2) + 0.6(7)i 5
2

�

4501(3)� 6(4)i 3.9(2) + 0.1(2)i

3 This statement is not necessarily applicable to resonances which manifest as strong cusp e↵ects, such as those that
correspond to poles in the Riemann sheet reached by crossing the real-s axis right above the previous threshold,
but having a mass above the next one. This is not the case found for the Pc states here discussed.

Poles and quantum numbers:

and arXiv:2102.07159

☛ Two fits with equal $2 yield:

Fit A:   1/2-            3/2-

Fit B:   3/2-           1/2-

Pc(4440) Pc(4457)

☛ A narrow Pc(4380) state predicted as 
a Σc

∗D   3/2- molecule is seen in data
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.91

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.91
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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Scheme I: Contact

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.91

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.91
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FIG. 4. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme I. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

by HQSS, as discussed in Sec. II A. In addition, a relativistic form of the two-body propagator

Eq. (30) and the energy-dependence of the width for the ⌃(⇤)
c , Eq. (32), are employed in this work.

As the first step, we do not consider coupled-channel e↵ects from the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels, i.e., for

the fits discussed here we set both C 0

1
2

and C 00

1
2

to zero. From now on we further assume that the

widths of the Pc states are saturated by the channels included — in this subsection those are J/ p,

⌘cp, and the elastic channels (including those via the decays of the ⌃(⇤)
c ). Therefore, no additional

imaginary contact potentials as in Ref. [40] need to be introduced and unitarity is realized.

Three data sets of the mJ/ p distribution given in Ref. [17] are used in fits. The mJ/ p distri-

bution with mKp > 1.9 GeV can e↵ectively remove over 80% of the ⇤⇤ contributions and the Pc

signals are enhanced in the mJ/ p distribution by applying cos ✓Pc-dependent weights to each event

candidate, with ✓Pc the angle between the K� and the J/ in the Pc rest frame [17]. In analogy

to what was reported in Ref. [40], also with our modified model, two solutions, called A and B,

describing the data almost equally well are found as shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 5. Predictions for the line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue dashed curves), ⌃⇤
cD̄ (orange dotted curves), ⌃cD̄⇤

(green dot-dashed curves), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red solid curves) mass distributions based on the fit results in Fig. 4
for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels.

B. Scheme II: Including the OPE potential

The importance of the OPE potential is well known for the nucleon interaction as its tensor force

leads to the mixing between the S andD waves and can leave a significant impact on the line shapes.

In this section, we investigate the role of the OPE for the elastic channels without considering the

⇤cD̄(⇤) channels under the assumption that the widths of the Pc states are saturated by the J/ p,

⌘cp and elastic channels. We also note that the inclusion of the OPE potential does not involve

  ⇒ data in these channels will clearly distinguish between the two fits
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Scheme I

Solution A: ηcp
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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FIG. 5. Predictions for the line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue dashed curves), ⌃⇤
cD̄ (orange dotted curves), ⌃cD̄⇤

(green dot-dashed curves), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red solid curves) mass distributions based on the fit results in Fig. 4
for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels.

B. Scheme II: Including the OPE potential

The importance of the OPE potential is well known for the nucleon interaction as its tensor force

leads to the mixing between the S andD waves and can leave a significant impact on the line shapes.

In this section, we investigate the role of the OPE for the elastic channels without considering the

⇤cD̄(⇤) channels under the assumption that the widths of the Pc states are saturated by the J/ p,

⌘cp and elastic channels. We also note that the inclusion of the OPE potential does not involve
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Scheme I

Solution B: ηcp
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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⌃⇤
cD̄

<latexit sha1_base64="aZVnE5hEo2K1q56ETniewmRhfXY=">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</latexit>

⌃cD̄
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="GE+aUYLv3Jpb6jv+Zac0DtHf1FE=">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</latexit>

⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="IXiyq2sBKjd5UtCtNrz84jFTxW8=">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</latexit>

!  Very different predictions for fits A and B

⇤b ! K⌃(⇤)D(⇤) and ⇤b ! K⌘cp
<latexit sha1_base64="p1ygA4hFTdIK1PIkZTngJ/mJMvo=">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</latexit>

mKp > 1.9GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="1TbD/mvCEYBj8MnV6+qSabAmjvA=">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</latexit>

mKp > 1.9GeV
<latexit sha1_base64="1TbD/mvCEYBj8MnV6+qSabAmjvA=">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</latexit>

⌃cD̄
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="GE+aUYLv3Jpb6jv+Zac0DtHf1FE=">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</latexit>

⌃⇤
cD̄

<latexit sha1_base64="aZVnE5hEo2K1q56ETniewmRhfXY=">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</latexit>

⌃cD̄
<latexit sha1_base64="p+ERbmTspiMgpF8847T9alTvzao=">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</latexit>

⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="IXiyq2sBKjd5UtCtNrz84jFTxW8=">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</latexit>



But what happens if we include pions?
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LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Scheme II
Solution B

Λ=0.7 GeV

Λ=0.9 GeV

Λ=1.1 GeV

Λ=1.3 GeV

Λ=1.5 GeV
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential
of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Predictions for the line shapes of
⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions. Third row: Predictions for
the line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions.

c-quark mass, mc ' 1.5 GeV, may introduce additional HQSS breaking e↵ects.

2. Description of the data in ⇤0
b ! J/ pK�

In Ref. [40], it was found that the inclusion of the OPE singles out a unique solution from the

two almost equivalent ones present for the pure contact potentials. However, no e↵ects from the

S-D contact terms were taken into account. As long as the OPE is renormalized along the lines

discussed in the previous paragraph, one again arrives at two solutions, which describe the data
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Scheme I + OPE
Solution B Λ=0.8 GeV

Λ=1.0 GeV
Λ=1.2 GeV
Λ=1.4 GeV
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

LHCb:mKp>1.9 GeV
Solution: B
Scheme I +OPE Λ=0.8 GeV

Λ=1.0 GeV
Λ=1.2 GeV
Λ=1.4 GeV
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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Fit: mKp>1.9 GeV
Solution: B

Scheme II

Λ=1.3 GeV

Λ=1.4 GeV

Λ=1.5 GeV

Λ=1.6 GeV

Λ=1.7 GeV
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a
potential of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Cuto↵ dependence of
the predicted line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions.
Third row: Cuto↵ dependence of the predicted line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions. No background
is included for predicted line shapes.

actually not surprising: given that solution A does not exist as long as the OPE is included but

the S-D contact terms are switched o↵, the possibility to have a solution A in Scheme II could

be achieved only with the unnaturally large S-D transitions generated by the contact interactions

in an attempt to improve the description of the data. Accordingly, in such an unnatural scenario,

which would violate the power counting, the cuto↵ dependence can not be properly absorbed into

redefinitions of the contact terms and reveals itself in the line shapes, especially for the predicted

mass distributions in the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⌘cp channels, as seen from Fig. 8. Therefore, we discard

S-wave—D-wave
contact term

Large cutoff
   dependence!

Without

With  S-D
contact term

cutoff independent
results!

!  Renormalizability  require S-wave-to-D-wave contact term   to appear together with OPE
!  completely consistent with similar analyses of  Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) PRD 98, 074023 (2018),  

PRD 99, 094013 (2019)
our works:

⌃cD̄
<latexit sha1_base64="p+ERbmTspiMgpF8847T9alTvzao=">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</latexit>

⌃⇤
cD̄

<latexit sha1_base64="aZVnE5hEo2K1q56ETniewmRhfXY=">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</latexit>

⌃cD̄
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="GE+aUYLv3Jpb6jv+Zac0DtHf1FE=">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</latexit>
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Fit B



But what happens if we include pions?
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LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Scheme II
Solution B

Λ=0.7 GeV

Λ=0.9 GeV
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential
of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Predictions for the line shapes of
⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions. Third row: Predictions for
the line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions.

c-quark mass, mc ' 1.5 GeV, may introduce additional HQSS breaking e↵ects.

2. Description of the data in ⇤0
b ! J/ pK�

In Ref. [40], it was found that the inclusion of the OPE singles out a unique solution from the

two almost equivalent ones present for the pure contact potentials. However, no e↵ects from the

S-D contact terms were taken into account. As long as the OPE is renormalized along the lines

discussed in the previous paragraph, one again arrives at two solutions, which describe the data
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Scheme I + OPE
Solution B Λ=0.8 GeV

Λ=1.0 GeV
Λ=1.2 GeV
Λ=1.4 GeV
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions

LHCb:mKp>1.9 GeV
Solution: B
Scheme I +OPE Λ=0.8 GeV

Λ=1.0 GeV
Λ=1.2 GeV
Λ=1.4 GeV
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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Fit: mKp>1.9 GeV
Solution: B

Scheme II

Λ=1.3 GeV
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a
potential of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Cuto↵ dependence of
the predicted line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions.
Third row: Cuto↵ dependence of the predicted line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions. No background
is included for predicted line shapes.

actually not surprising: given that solution A does not exist as long as the OPE is included but

the S-D contact terms are switched o↵, the possibility to have a solution A in Scheme II could

be achieved only with the unnaturally large S-D transitions generated by the contact interactions

in an attempt to improve the description of the data. Accordingly, in such an unnatural scenario,

which would violate the power counting, the cuto↵ dependence can not be properly absorbed into

redefinitions of the contact terms and reveals itself in the line shapes, especially for the predicted

mass distributions in the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⌘cp channels, as seen from Fig. 8. Therefore, we discard

S-wave—D-wave
contact term

Large cutoff
   dependence!

Without

With  S-D
contact term

cutoff independent
results!

!  Renormalizability  require S-wave-to-D-wave contact term   to appear together with OPE
!  completely consistent with similar analyses of  Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) PRD 98, 074023 (2018),  

PRD 99, 094013 (2019)
our works:
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Fit B
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are

Large cutoff dependence!



But what happens if we include pions?
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential
of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Predictions for the line shapes of
⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions. Third row: Predictions for
the line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions.

c-quark mass, mc ' 1.5 GeV, may introduce additional HQSS breaking e↵ects.

2. Description of the data in ⇤0
b ! J/ pK�

In Ref. [40], it was found that the inclusion of the OPE singles out a unique solution from the

two almost equivalent ones present for the pure contact potentials. However, no e↵ects from the

S-D contact terms were taken into account. As long as the OPE is renormalized along the lines

discussed in the previous paragraph, one again arrives at two solutions, which describe the data
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Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a
potential of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Cuto↵ dependence of
the predicted line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions.
Third row: Cuto↵ dependence of the predicted line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions. No background
is included for predicted line shapes.

actually not surprising: given that solution A does not exist as long as the OPE is included but

the S-D contact terms are switched o↵, the possibility to have a solution A in Scheme II could

be achieved only with the unnaturally large S-D transitions generated by the contact interactions

in an attempt to improve the description of the data. Accordingly, in such an unnatural scenario,

which would violate the power counting, the cuto↵ dependence can not be properly absorbed into

redefinitions of the contact terms and reveals itself in the line shapes, especially for the predicted

mass distributions in the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⌘cp channels, as seen from Fig. 8. Therefore, we discard

S-wave—D-wave
contact term

Large cutoff
   dependence!

Without

With  S-D
contact term

cutoff independent
results!

!  Renormalizability  require S-wave-to-D-wave contact term   to appear together with OPE
!  completely consistent with similar analyses of  Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) PRD 98, 074023 (2018),  

PRD 99, 094013 (2019)
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Fit B
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential
of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Predictions for the line shapes of
⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions. Third row: Predictions for
the line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions.

c-quark mass, mc ' 1.5 GeV, may introduce additional HQSS breaking e↵ects.

2. Description of the data in ⇤0
b ! J/ pK�

In Ref. [40], it was found that the inclusion of the OPE singles out a unique solution from the

two almost equivalent ones present for the pure contact potentials. However, no e↵ects from the

S-D contact terms were taken into account. As long as the OPE is renormalized along the lines

discussed in the previous paragraph, one again arrives at two solutions, which describe the data
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FIG. 6. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results in
Fig. 4 for solutions A and B of scheme I without the ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.

1. How to renormalize the OPE and the role of S-D transitions
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results (cos ✓Pc -weighted, mKp > 1.9
GeV and mKp-all) of Fig. 4, in order.

any additional parameters, see Sec. II B for the discussion of the coupling constants used, however,

it calls for the inclusion of the S-D counter terms that come with unknown strengths.
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FIG. 7. Left panel: Best fit results for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a potential of scheme I plus OPE in the
elastic channels. Only solution B exists in this case. The background is shown as the orange dot-dashed
curve. Right panel: Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ (red) mass distributions.

As noticed in Refs. [65, 66], because of the large mass of the heavy system and the large splittings

between the thresholds treated dynamically, the typical involved momenta are much larger than

those for low-energy two–nucleon scattering, e.g., in the deuteron. In our case, the typical momenta

ptyp ⇠
p
2µ�, with � and µ the largest threshold splitting and the reduced mass of the system, are
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FIG. 8. First row: Best fit results for solutions A (left) and B (right) for di↵erent cuto↵s ⇤ using a
potential of scheme II. The background is shown as red-dotted curve. Second row: Cuto↵ dependence of
the predicted line shapes of ⌃cD̄ (blue), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red) mass distributions.
Third row: Cuto↵ dependence of the predicted line shapes for the ⌘cp mass distributions. No background
is included for predicted line shapes.

actually not surprising: given that solution A does not exist as long as the OPE is included but

the S-D contact terms are switched o↵, the possibility to have a solution A in Scheme II could

be achieved only with the unnaturally large S-D transitions generated by the contact interactions

in an attempt to improve the description of the data. Accordingly, in such an unnatural scenario,

which would violate the power counting, the cuto↵ dependence can not be properly absorbed into

redefinitions of the contact terms and reveals itself in the line shapes, especially for the predicted

mass distributions in the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⌘cp channels, as seen from Fig. 8. Therefore, we discard

S-wave—D-wave
contact term

Large cutoff
   dependence!

Without

With  S-D
contact term

cutoff independent
results!

!  Renormalizability  require S-wave-to-D-wave contact term   to appear together with OPE
!  completely consistent with similar analyses of  Zb(10610)/Zb(10650) PRD 98, 074023 (2018),  

PRD 99, 094013 (2019)
our works:

⌃cD̄
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⌃⇤
cD̄
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⌃⇤
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Fit B

Fit B survives the inclusion of the OPE, fit A does not

⇒    Pc(4440) is 3/2-    and  Pc(4457) is 1/2-    Fit B:



Summary and Outlook
!

!

Testable predictions for spectra

A coupled-channel analysis of 

!

Pc  states as 
⇤b ! K Pc ! K J/ p
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!

⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤)
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quasi-bound states

⇤b ! K⌃(⇤)D̄(⇤) and ⇤b ! K⌘cp
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27

Scheme II

LHCb: mKp>1.9 GeV

Solution A: χ2/dof = 0.90

Solution B: χ2/dof = 0.91
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FIG. 9. The best fits to the di↵erent experimental data [17] for both solution A (blue dashed curves) and
solution B (red solid curves) of scheme II. The corresponding backgrounds are shown as red-dotted and
blue-dotted curves, respectively. The vertical dashed lines from left to right are the ⌃cD̄, ⌃⇤

cD̄, ⌃cD̄⇤, and
⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ thresholds, respectively.

almost equally well. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.

A general feature of both schemes I and II is that the source couplings P J
↵ are badly determined,

especially for those of the three ⌃⇤

cD̄
⇤ bound states, which are almost invisible in the line shapes,

as can be seen from Tables IV and V in Appendix B. Also, the couplings to the inelastic channels

have sizeable uncertainties. However, the elastic channel interactions, i.e., C 1
2
and C 3

2
, are well

determined and thus the pole positions and their e↵ective couplings to the dominant channels are

quite stable for di↵erent fits, as shown in Table III. The two solutions lead to poles which are

similar to those in scheme I (see also Refs. [35, 61]). The results are insensitive to the form of the

background. Similar to scheme I, the Pc(4312) couples dominantly to the ⌃cD̄ with JP = 1
2

�

, and

the Pc(4440) and Pc(4457) couple dominantly to the ⌃cD̄⇤ with quantum numbers 1
2

�

and 3
2

�

,

respectively, in solution A, and vice versa in solution B. They are all (quasi-)bound state poles

and should be understood as hadronic molecules of the corresponding dominant channels [7]. In

both schemes, there is a narrow Pc(4380) with JP = 3
2

�

located at around 4.38 GeV as a ⌃⇤

cD̄

ΣcD Σc
*D ΣcD* Σc

*D*

A new  Pc(4380) as Σc
∗D   3/2-   is already in current data

⟹

 from fits with pions
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⇤b ! K ↵, ↵ = ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤), ⌘cp and ⇤cD̄

(⇤)

data are not enough to fully constraint J/ p
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J/ p
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photoproduction: sensitivity to production process

☛ Data for 

☛ Other data, e.g., 

are needed

Fit A:   1/2-            3/2-

Fit B:   3/2-           1/2-

Pc(4440) Pc(4457) ΣcD∗

! inter.
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Scheme III: B
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FIG. 13. Predictions for the line shapes in the ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) and ⇤cD̄(⇤) channels based on the fit results of

scheme III (solution B) for three di↵erent backgrounds. The left, middle and right columns show the results
that are related to the blue, orange and green lines in Fig. 12, respectively. First row: Mass distributions in
the ⌃cD̄ (blue dashed curves), ⌃⇤

cD̄ (orange dotted curves), ⌃cD̄⇤ (green dot-dashed curves), and ⌃⇤
cD̄

⇤ (red
solid curves) channels. Second row: Mass distributions in the ⇤cD̄ (blue dashed curves) and ⇤cD̄⇤ (orange
dotted curves) channels. Note the di↵erent scales on the y-axes of the di↵erent plots. No contribution from
a possible background is included.

FIG. 14. Predictions for the line shapes of the ⌘cp invariant mass distributions based on the fit results
of Scheme III (solution B) in Fig. 12 for three di↵erent backgrounds. The blue dotted, orange dashed and
green dot-dashed curves correspond to the predictions from the three fit results in Fig. 12 of blue, orange
and green colors, in order. No contribution from a possible background is included.

V. SUMMARY

In this work we present an updated coupled-channel analysis of the process ⇤0
b ! J/ pK� for

the hidden-charm pentaquark states discovered by LHCb. In Ref. [40], an analysis of the J/ p

invariant mass distributions in this process was performed within a coupled-channel approach

including interactions between the elastic ⌃(⇤)
c D̄(⇤) channels and transitions from the elastic to


